Flooring Systems from Dynamik Sports Floors

Academy Sports Floor

London Sports Floor

The Academy system is a cost effective
solution which we would recommend for
installations where under floor heating is to
be installed or where the sub-floor is uneven.

The London sports floor system
accommodates a choice of synthetic surfaces,
using elastic beams that can be levelled thus
removing the need for a levelling floor screed,
simplifying installation and reducing overall
cost.

Helsinki Sports Floor

Athen Sports Floor

PU Sports Floor

Using the same elastic
layer system as Athen, our
Helsinki sports floor gives
the same ideal consistency of
ball bounce, and is finished
with a hardwood wear layer.

The Athen sports floor is our
flagship area elastic sprung
sports floor, with consistent
ball bounce across the floor
and accommodates a wide
range of synthetic playing
surfaces.

A polyurethane sports floor
has a seamless construction.
That means there are no
joins to fail in later years.
Polyurethane can be repaired
seamlessly.

Sports Flooring Service

Floor Protection
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FLOOR PROTECTION

FLOOR PROTECTION
Carpet Tiles
Our carpet tiles offer a better looking solution to vinyl. At 5.2mm thick and lightweight our carpet tiles offer a
heavy duty alternative protection for sports floors that undergo prolonged periods of non-sporting use. When
combined with our storage trolley they are can be installed quickly and easily with a 1,000m2 floor taking less
than one and a half hours to lay.
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Rarely is a sports hall used purely for sport. Typically they accommodate a wide range of both sporting and nonsporting activities including exams, concerts and social events. If your sports hall is being used for non-sporting
activities, a surface protection is essential to maintaining your sports floors playing characteristics and to
prolong its life.
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Highly durable
Easy to install and store when combined with storage trolley
Suitable for use with underfloor heating
2m x1m per tile
Available in three colours; blue, grey or brown
Lightweight
Better looking than vinyl

Without floor protection your sports floor could easily become scratched and damaged, not only causing
the aesthetics of the floor to diminish but also its ongoing performance. For example, excessive footfall in
non-sporting shoes during social events can quickly make the surface slippery, increasing the risk of injury to
athletes, while tables and chairs during exam periods can damage the surface finish.
We offer two floor protection solutions:

Vinyl Protection
Our vinyl floor protection is ideal for laying over any sports floors to protect the surface from damage caused by
tables, chairs or non-sporting shoes during social events. It not only protects your sports floor but also offers
a highly durable anti-slip surface. The Vinyl protection is supplied on a roll for ease of use and storage. It is
available in three sizes and in two colours, to suit your individual requirements.

Sports Floor Maintenance
Unfortunately no sports floor is maintenance free. As well as providing detailed care and maintenance
instructions, we offer services to help preserve or rejuvenate your sports floor including, scrub and reseal, sand
and reseal, chemical clean, re-line marking and surface repairs.
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Highly durable
Easy to install and store
Anti-slip upper surface
Lightweight, space saving when stored
Reusable, multiuse protection
Available in three sizes 1.5m x 20m, 1.5m x 33m or
1.5m x 40m
Available in green or a light grey
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Good maintenance is not only vital to maintaining the performance of your floor but also to preserve your 25
year warranty.

Line Marking
Line marking is a vital component of your sports floor and will require periodic re-marking due to wear and tear.
If your sports floor needs remarking, we offer solutions ranging from localised cleaning and painting to the
specific area that we will be applying the new lines, to a complete sand and re-seal to restore your entire floor to
its new condition with a complete set of new lines.
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